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KEY TAKEAWAY

Personas are not a single specific user 
or real person.







KEY TAKEAWAY

The person who follows the crowd will 
not go further than the crowd.



KEY TAKEAWAY

We are always creating for our 
audience.  We are not designing for 
ourselves, our processes, or internal 

politics.    







It isn’t enough to just have a website anymore, the 
experience needs to be immediately valuable and 
relevant to visitors or they will leave to find one that 
is. 

Personas are key to creating a 
“good” user experience.

“User experience 
focuses on having a 
deep 
understanding of 
users, what they 
need, what they 
value, their 
abilities, and also 
their limitations.” 

usability.gov



KEY TAKEAWAY

One of our most useful traits as humans 
is that we have the ability to empathize 

with other people.  





Motivations/Influences

● Paula is interested in physicians who are communicative, responsive, and will take her and her family’s medical concerns seriously.

● Because she’s new to the area, a physician associated with a hospital such as Emerson is appealing as she is unfamiliar with local 
physicians.

● Some members of her family suffer from minor, yet chronic, conditions. She’d like to find physicians who are familiar with treatments 
and who are easily available when needed.

Frustrations/Barriers

● She is new to the area and does not have a large network of friends who can provide referrals.

● Paula is very particular about her physicians and struggles to choose when only learning about them online and not having met them 
in person.

Ideal Experience

● To easily find nearby primary care physicians and pediatricians who are accepting new patients and who are in her insurance 
network.

● To compare physicians, learn more about their areas of expertise, and experience their bedside manner.

● To have easy access to reviews and ratings to help her choose.

Prospective 
Patient
PRIMARY PAULA

39 years old 

Concord, MA

Yoga Instructor

Paula and her family just moved to the area from out-of-state. She is looking 
for a new primary care physician for herself and her husband, plus a 
pediatrician for her children.



Motivations/Influences

● Frank is using the Emerson Hospital website to pay outstanding bills and access her medical records for insurance.

● He would like to learn more about stroke rehab along with techniques so he and his sons can better help his wife 
recover.

● He is interested in therapeutic options for his wife’s physical recovery.

Frustrations/Barriers

● His wife is experiencing speech and physical limitations as a result of her stroke. He is finding it difficult to deal with all 
of the billing and insurance paperwork on top of working full-time, managing the household on his own, and helping his 
wife to recover.

● His wife’s stroke was unexpected and he’s now found himself navigating the insurance system and learning medical 
language to which he has never been exposed.

Ideal Experience

● To easily access all outstanding bills online for payment and to find help navigating insurance.

● To find complimentary services that could help her stay be more comfortable.

● To find additional services or therapies to continue her recovery.

Family of Patient
FAMILY FRANK

61 years old 

Sudbury, MA

Accountant

Frank’s wife was recently treated at Emerson Hospital after a stroke and is now 
receiving follow-up care. She is experiencing some speech and physical 
impediments.





Content/IA Development

Primary
(Needed by most 

personas)

Secondary 
(Needed by some 

personas)

Tertiary
(Needed by one 

persona)

Find a Doctor Patient PortalContact/
Directions 

Physician 
Specialties

Career Info Donor Info About News

Community 
Health Services

Events

Medical 
Services

Support 
Services



KEY TAKEAWAY

When you market to people, you 
transcend the trends.





KEY TAKEAWAY

Success is a journey, not a destination.
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